New Laser Sight Comparison for the S&W Sigma SW9VE & SW40VE Pistols
LaserSightPro.com conducted some research to find the best laser/light combo for the Sigma as well as the least expensive laser sight
solution.
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One of the most popular guns on the market is the S&W Sigma 9mm & .40, models known as SW9VE & SW40VE. Finding a laser sight for the S&W Sigma is
often one of the first secondary purchases to this pistol.
The Sigma, however, has a unique rail that isn't like the standard picatinny rails on most pistols, which have a cross notch in the rail. Therefore, most laser sights
won't fit onto the Sigma without an adapter.
The answer to this solution was graciously given to Sigma pistol owners by Arma Laser and Crimson Trace, almost within weeks of each other back in 2009. Both
of the these laser sights fit directly onto the Sigma without any adapter. They offer the best solutions for a red laser sight.
However, laser sights with flash lights, also referred to as Laser/Light Combos, are popular, and there aren't any available that fit directly onto the Sigma Rail.
Also, budget restraints may prevent Sigma owners from laying down $139 for the Arma Laser SR3 Stingray or $189 for the LG-406 Crimson Trace laser sight.
There for, LaserSightPro.com conducted some research to find the best laser/light combo for the Sigma as well as the least expensive laser sight solution.
Links for additional informaion about the laser sights reference below can be found by visiting Laser Sight Pro's Compact LaserSight comparison pages.

All of the following laser/light combos and laser sights were tested on Laserlyte's Sigma Rail Adapter, which is just $9.95 when purchased with a laser sight at www.lasersightpr
www.lasersightpro.com.
• NCS-AQPFLS: This is NcStar's laser/light combo for $114 that features a quick release rail mount option. This laser/light combo is one of the best and least
expensive laser sights you can find for standard rails, however, it does not fit this adapter well. The unit was easily pulled off the adapter.
• VIRIDIAN C5L & X5L: These laser/light combos fit the best and most secure on the adapter out of all combos that were tried. These laser sights actually come
with different rail mounts, so you can tighten the rail mounts (part that goes around the sigma adapter) onto the sigma adapter, which makes the whole unit very
tight and snug w/o any wiggle or give. If you want a laser/light combo for your Sigma, and can afford $299 for the C5L, or $349 for the X5L, then these are
calling for you.
• INSIGHT M6X & X2L: Although great for standard rails, with both of these combo units, there was some wiggle, but the units could not be pulled off the
adapter like the NcStar combo. These laser systems also both have the quick release like NcStar's AQPFLS.
• AQPTLMG: This new NcStar Green Laser only recently replaced the AQTPLG. This has the same quick release setup as NcStars combo. Its the least
expensive green laser sight that fits the adapter at just $79, but there was some wiggle.
• APRLS: NcStars Red Laser only is the least expensive to fit your Sigma with a laser sight. This small laser sight is available in black or silver casings, and is
just $34.99. So for $44.98 you can be set up with a laser sight. For a laser sight without a flash light, this little guy fit the most secure onto the Laserlyte adapter
because the laser can be tightened the rail mount for a very secure fit. There was no wiggle after the laser sight was attached to the adapter.
SUMMARY: So bottom line, if you want a laser with a light that isn't going to wiggle on Laserlyte's Sigma rail adapter, then your best option is the Viridian C5L
or X5L. Unfortunately they are a more expensive than other combos, but green laser sights are better because they're visible in daylight so you're getting your
money's worth if you can afford it.
The compact Insight X2L is the least expensive laser/light combo at $239, but there is some wiggle when its on. Your red dot would move a little each time you
fired, but the laser dot would still probably be within an inch of the of the bullet when shooting, which is close enough in a home defense situation but not if your
trying to get more than one bullet in the same hole during target practice.
If you're going to go with just a laser and can afford it, then the SR3 Stingray or Crimson LG-406 which fit directly onto the Sigma rail w/o any adapter and are
excellent choices. Crimson trace may have the best and longest track record, but Arma Laser offers an unbeatable best-in-the-industry 5 year warranty!
For help fitting a laser sight to your pistol, gun, or firearm, visit the Pros at Universal Laser Sight & Lasersightpro.com, or call 801-660-4559.
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